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Abstract—Modern e-voting systems deploy cryptographic protocols on a complex infrastructure involving different computing
platforms and agents. It is crucial to have appropriate specification and evaluation methods to perform rigorous analysis of such
systems, taking into account the corruption and computational
capabilities of a potential attacker. In particular, the platform
used for voting may be corrupted, e.g. infected by malware, and
we need to ensure privacy and integrity of votes even in that
case.
We propose a new definition of vote privacy, formalized as
a computational indistinguishability game, that allows to take
into account such refined attacker models; we show that the
definition captures both known and novel attacks against several
voting schemes; and we propose a scheme that is provably secure
in this setting. We moreover formalize and machine-check the
proof in the EasyCrypt theorem prover.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Electronic voting through the Internet is increasingly popular, being now routinely deployed for professional elections,
and even, sometimes, for politically binding elections; Estonia
has offered the possibility to vote through the Internet for
parliament elections since 2007. An election is however a
security sensitive process and should at least guarantee two
main security properties: election integrity - the announced
result should correspond to the tally of the votes cast by
eligible voters; and vote privacy - particular voter choices
should remain secret.
These goals are extremely tricky to achieve, as they should
hold even against corrupted election organizers or corrupted
software that runs the election. Secret, end-to-end verifiable
election systems typically use cryptographic protocols to ensure these properties. Vote privacy is generally enforced by
encrypting individual votes and anonymizing them before
tally, e.g. using mix-nets, blind signatures or homomorphic
encryption. Integrity of the election is ensured by end-to-end
verifiability, which relies on a combination of cryptographic
proofs and individual or universal auditing for various components of the system.
One particularly challenging problem arises when one
makes the (realistic) assumption that the device used for voting
is not trustworthy. Dedicated malware could leak a voter’s
choice or change her choice before casting the ballot. Proof
of concept malware has been demonstrated in at least two
political elections, one in Estonia [53], and one in France [29].

Benaloh [6] proposed a cut-and-choose method that allows
to audit the encryption device, but this method does not prevent
privacy leaks and usability studies suggest that most voters
do not perform this audit [39]. Other methods require the
distribution of personalized code sheets [34], which introduces
an additional, security sensitive, burden on the election setup.
Finally some protocols compute a vote code representing the
choice from a private credential (possibly with the use of an
additional device) [31]. This problem is sometimes referred
to as the malicious platform problem, and the corresponding
security property (for verifiability) is called cast-as-intended.
Given the complexity of these protocols, we believe, and
show in this paper, that an indispensable element in their
security evaluation is the use of rigorous definitions of the
properties, the system and the adversary model, together
with formal proofs that the given models satisfy the stated
definitions.
Our contributions. We study the problem of guaranteeing
vote privacy when various parts of the voting platform, in
particular the device that is used for computing the ballot to
be cast, may be compromised. We propose models that allow
to specify voting schemes, voting platforms and their execution
in such an adversarial environment. We rely on these models,
on one hand, to capture attacks on deployed voting schemes
[1], [11], [48] in presence of realistic adversaries and, on the
other hand, to propose a new voting scheme that we prove
secure.
Models. We provide a new definition of vote privacy,
allowing augmented attacker power which takes into account
compromised machines. Our definition is expressed as a
cryptographic indistinguishability game, in the line of [8], [16],
specifying that an attacker cannot extract more information
from a real execution of the voting system than from an
ideal execution, where ballots perfectly hide votes and the
tally is perfect. Getting the “right” definition is however
rather tricky, as illustrated by the numerous shortcomings of
existing definitions in [8]. Most existing definitions allow an
adversary to request a voter to cast one of given votes v0
or v1 (depending on the challenge bit b of the experiment).
The ballot for vote vb is then directly added to a bulletin
board that records cast votes. In our setting the adversary
has the possibility to modify a ballot in an arbitrary way,
and decide when and whether it is cast (to model that the

voting platform, or the bulletin board are compromised). The
definition is parametrized to allow (or not) modifications of
parts of the ballot, credential leakage, revoting policies, voter
corruption, etc. This flexibility allows to consider a large
variety of election schemes and adversaries.
Attacks. We show that our definition allows to capture
attacks against several voting schemes [1], [3], [49], some
of them previously believed to be secure. Helios [1] is a
prominent voting scheme that can be used when the voting
device is trusted not to leak votes. Yet, as shown in [21],
vote-privacy can be compromised by a simple ballot copy
attack against the bulletin board. Furthermore, even when
techniques to prevent ballot copy are in place at the level
of the bulletin board, a similar attack can be performed by
compromising other parts of the voting platform in order to
force a revote [47] (see Section II-C). Our definition is the
first that formally captures (in a computational model) both the
original attack and its latter variants, by taking into account
refined adversarial control over the platform and the ballot
casting process.
For the case when the adversary may corrupt the voting
device and leak votes, we consider schemes that rely on
computing a vote code: given a vote v and a secret credential
w, the vote code entered on the platform is computed to be
the cyclic shift v + w mod n, where n is the number of
candidates. This way of encoding votes (we call it OnePad in
the following) underlies the popular Prêt-à-Voter system [11],
[14], [48], and also the remote voting scheme proposed in [3].
Intuitively, vote-privacy is protected in these systems by the
fresh, random and secret credential w used to hide each vote.
However, these schemes turn out not to satisfy our privacy
definition. Indeed, we show that an adversary that controls
the voting device and casts f (v + w mod n), for a suitably
chosen function f , can deduce v by analyzing the outcome
of the tally, even if there are honest voters whose device is
not compromised and whose votes should contribute to the
privacy of v. We show that even a seemingly stronger version
of Prêt-à-Voter, where general permutations are used instead
of a cyclic shift, is also vulnerable to this type of attack.
Provably secure scheme: TokPad. In order to make OnePad
secure, we augment the ballot with an authentication tag, that
can be computed on a separate device (we call it token in
the following). Talliers verify the token before decoding votes
and revealing the outcome. Then, in order to perform an attack
as above, the adversary has to control both the voting device
and the token, thus trust is distributed among the two. Indeed,
we formally prove that privacy is satisfied in each of the two
cases: honest device (against untrusted token) or honest token
(against untrusted device). The proof is based on several game
transformations - each relying on cryptographic, platform or
protocol assumptions - in order to show that, at the end, the
term v + w mod n does indeed act as a one-time pad that
protects the vote v. To increase confidence in our result we
have used the special purpose theorem prover EasyCrypt [24]
to machine-check the proof.
Voting system based on TokPad. We address several prac-

tical aspects related to the instantiation of our scheme. We
consider two possible cryptographic instances for the token
functions, and show that, even for a small tag length, which
may be necessary for the usability of the scheme, we can
derive meaningful security guarantees from the generic security of TokPad. For publicly verifiable tallying, encryptions of
secret credentials w have to be posted on a bulletin board. We
show how, based on any additively homomorphic encryption
scheme, ballots can be tallied homomorphically, so we can
avoid the use of re-encryption mixes for anonymization. We
leave some other deployment issues as open questions, such
as generation and distribution of voting credentials and token
keys, formal proofs of end-to-end verifiability and putting
everything together in a transparent way for the user.
We present our models and attacks in section II, the design
and formal security results for TokPad in section III, its deployment options in section IV and related work in section V.
II. VOTING SCHEMES AND UNTRUSTED PLATFORMS
We review two schemes that aim to protect votes on
untrusted platforms, propose a formal model to analyze such
schemes and their privacy properties, and show how several
privacy issues, both old and new, are captured by our model.
N OTATIONS. For a, b, c ∈ N, we let a ⊕c b = a + b mod c and
a c b = a − b mod c. A selection function for a vector a =
(a1 , . . . , an ) is defined by a set of indices ι = {i1 , . . . , ik } ⊆
{1, . . . , n}: we let ι(a) = (ai1 , . . . , aik ) and ι = {1, . . . , n} r
ι. We let ⊥, > be the particular selection functions defined
by ∅ and {1, . . . , n} respectively. For a list L, we denote by
L ← L + a the append of a to L, by L[i] the i-th element of
L, and by L[I] the sublist selected by the indices in I. We
denote by empty the list with no elements.
For an encryption scheme Enc, we denote by
Encpk (·), Decsk (·) and (pk, sk) ← KGen(1λ ) the operations
of encryption, decryption and respectively key generation for
a public key pk and corresponding secret key sk. λ represents
the security parameter and 1λ is used as argument by some
cryptographic algorithms to determine the size of objects to
be constructed. For a set M , we denote by x ←$ M the fact
that x is uniformly sampled from M .
A. Schemes based on a one time pad
A popular idea for protecting private votes from compromised voting platforms is to add a secret mask to the vote.
A vote v is encoded as v ⊕m w, where m is the number of
candidates and w is a secret credential known only to the voter
and to trusted election authorities. Variants of the Prêt-à-Voter
scheme [14], [49] and the remote voting scheme of [3] rely
on this idea.
Prêt-à-Voter [14], [49]. Voters receive a paper ballot containing a serial number and a random permutation
[cπ(0) , . . . , cπ(m−1) ] of the candidate list [c0 , . . . , cm−1 ]. A
scanner associated to the voting device reads the serial number
from the ballot; the permutation is only known to the voter,
who inputs to the voting device the index u that corresponds to
the desired candidate cv . We have u = π(v). The voting device

Setup(1λ , (nc, I))
λ

BB.(pk, sk) ← KGen(1 )
BB.(nc, I) ← (nc, I) ;
BB.(reg, vote, cast, tally) ← empty ;
return BB

Vote(v, id, BB)
(m, w) ← BB.(nc, privc[id])
return v ⊕m w

Register(1λ , id, BB)

Valid(BB)

if id ∈ BB.I r BB.reg
then
(pk, m) ← BB.(pk, nc)
w ←$ Zm ; c ← Encpk (w)
BB.privc[id] ← w ; BB.pubc[id] ← c
BB.reg ← BB.reg + id
return BB

J , idL ← empty
for (idi , pi ) ∈ BB.cast
if idi ∈
/ idL then
J ←J +i
idL ← idL + idi
return J

Tally(BB)
BB.public:

pk, pubc, nc,
reg, I, vote
cast, tally
BB.private: sk, privc

vL ← empty ; (sk, m) ← BB.(sk, nc)
for (id, p) in BB.tally
c ← BB.pubc[id] ; w ← Decsk (c) ;
v ← p m w ; vL ← vL + v ;
return vL

Fig. 1. Algorithms defining the OnePad voting scheme with encryption scheme (TKGen, Enc, Dec), number of candidates nc, and set of eligible voters I

posts the index u and the serial number on the bulletin board.
The random permutation π is encrypted before the election
starts and Encpk (π) is associated to the corresponding serial
number on the bulletin board. The pairs [u, Encpk (π)] can then
go through re-encryption mixes [37], [44], after which we
can decrypt the permutation π, and obtain the decoded vote
cπ−1 (u) . In the following we consider the class of permutations
that are cyclic shifts which has been suggested in [14], [49].
In this case the permutation π can be represented by an offset
w, i.e. π(v) = v ⊕m w and π −1 (u) = u m w.
Remote voting [3]. As in Prêt-à-Voter, the vote is hidden
from the voting device relying on a mask v ⊕m w. The
secret shift w is sent directly to the voter’s mobile phone.
The corresponding code v ⊕m w, for the desired candidate v,
should then be computed by the voter, possibly with help from
the mobile phone. The voting device computes a ciphertext
Encpk (v ⊕m w), and sends it to election servers. One election
server keeps w; relying on homomorphic properties of Enc, w
can be used to compute an encryption of v for tally. A second
server is responsible for sending to the voter a confirmation
code corresponding to v.
The OnePad voting scheme. We consider an abstract scheme
to study the privacy properties of systems described above.
It is formally defined in Figure 1, that we explain in more
detail after introducing the model in the next section. We
concentrate on the core idea that uses a one time pad to mask
private votes, considering a simplified tally procedure where
talliers are trusted. The problems that we investigate later
on are independent of the tally procedure. We also postpone
discussions on verifiability, noting that privacy should hold
even when ballots or the election have not been properly
verified.
B. Formal model and definitions
Our model of voting schemes and ballot privacy follows
the approach from [8], [16]: a set of algorithms and oracles

describes precisely the interaction of an adversary with the
voting scheme, and privacy is defined by an indistinguishability experiment. To capture malicious voting platforms and
schemes that aim to counter them, we generalize certain
oracles, allowing more adversary influence on cast ballots. We
also have a more general structure for the bulletin board, in
order to store data related to voting credentials, and any other
data that may be needed to capture the execution of voting
schemes.
In our experiment, a bulletin board BB is a data structure
with several attributes that can be accessed by agents participating in a voting scheme. The attributes can be public
(unrestricted read but restricted write, as specified by the
voting scheme) or private (restricted read and restricted write).
We assume a basic BB structure that contains the following
attributes, which may be augmented as needed by particular
schemes: BB.sk, BB.pk are respectively the private and public
key of the election; BB.privc, BB.pubc are maps that assign
to voter identities a vector of private and public credentials,
respectively; BB.nc is the number of candidates; BB.I is
the list of eligible voters; BB.reg is the list of registered
voters; BB.vote is a map that assigns to ids the list of
ballots constructed by the respective voter - as we assume
that the platform is possibly compromised, not all of them are
necessarily cast to the election server; BB.cast is the list of
ballots cast to the election server; BB.tally is the list of ballots
to be tallied - it may be different from BB.cast, because some
cast ballots may be deemed invalid before tally. As most voting
systems allow revoting, we use the notation BB.vote[id] to
specify the list of all ballots constructed for a given voter id;
and BB.vote[id, i] to specify the ith ballot in this list.
A voting scheme V is defined by a bulletin board and the
following algorithms:
λ
• Setup(1 , ρ): generates initial data required by the voting
scheme, for example a public key for the election and
a corresponding secret key. It stores and returns the

generated data on a fresh bulletin board. λ is the security
parameter and ρ are parameters that may be required by
a voting scheme, e.g. the number of candidates.
λ
• Register(1 , id, BB): generates the private credential
vector BB.privc[id] and the public credential vector
BB.pubc[id] for the voter with the respective id. It returns
the new state of the bulletin board.
• Vote(v, id, BB): takes as input a vote v, a voter identity id
and parameters from the bulletin board, in particular the
private credential stored in BB.privc[id]. It returns a ballot
b, which may be a vector of elements. In the security
definition, we will assume that the Vote algorithm is
executed on a platform that is not corrupted. For example,
in OnePad, Vote models the computation of the onetime pad, while in Helios [1] it models the operation
of encrypting the vote, assumed to be performed on an
honest device. The corruption capabilities of the attacker
will be modeled by dedicated constructions in the security
definition.
• Valid(BB): takes as input a bulletin board containing,
in particular, the list of cast ballots, the secret key of
the talliers, and public credentials of registered voters. It
returns the sequence of indices J for ballots in BB.cast
that can be tallied. So we have BB.tally = BB.cast[J ].
• Tally(BB) returns the outcome of tallying ballots from
BB.tally.
Figure 1 formally defines the above algorithms for the
OnePad voting scheme described in subsection II-A. The
Setup generates a key pair and stores it on the bulletin board.
Register computes a private and public credential for a given
voter id, and stores them on the bulletin board. Vote returns
the sum of the vote and the private credential, in a cyclic group
determined by the number of candidates. Tally relies on the
secret key to decrypt private credentials and unmask the vote.
A voting scheme V defined as above is used in our privacy experiment, formally defined in Figure 2, that models
its execution in a given environment, where an adversary
A may call the algorithms in a certain order, with certain
parameters, corrupt parties and obtain associated private data,
etc. This experiment is specified via oracles that may enforce
restrictions on the interaction of A with V. The restrictions are
justified by assumptions about the voting infrastructure (we
call them platform assumptions) or voter behavior (we call
them election assumptions). Together with the specification
of V, these assumptions will be parameters for the voting
experiment. Finally, the oracles also allow us to control the
voting experiment in order to avoid trivial attacks.
A voting scheme may assume several voting devices, e.g. a
mobile phone and a browser. Furthermore, various voting credentials, like passwords and cryptographic keys, may be used
on each device. We will use selection functions, introduced in
notation paragraph of this section, to specify scenarios where
some of the devices and credentials are trusted, while others
are under the control of the adversary. A platform assumption
for V is a pair of selection functions (γ, µ), where γ specifies
what part of private credentials may leak to the adversary, and

µ specifies what part of honest ballots may be modified by the
adversary. Consider, for example, a ballot that is a vector of 2
elements b = (b1 , b2 ). When µ = > the adversary may modify
b at will, while µ = ⊥ does not allow any modification and
µ = {i} (i ∈ {1, 2}) allows modification of bi only. The effect
of platform assumptions is captured in oracles from Figure 2:
• Credential leakage in Oreg: a part of the private credential BB.privc[id], selected by γ, is returned to the
adversary at registration time.
• Ballot modification in Ocast following Ovote: the adversary obtains a ballot b created by an honest voter, and
submits a possibly different ballot b0 . Such a corruption
attempt will succeed only if µ(b0 ) = µ(b), i.e. at most
µ(b) is modified by the adversary.
A voting scheme may also assume a certain behavior from
honest voters with respect to the voting procedure. An election
assumption for V is a pair of predicates (Φv, Φc) specifying
when voting and respectively voter corruption are possible.
Formally, a predicate Φ ∈ {Φc, Φv} takes as inputs a voter id
and a bulletin board BB.
Example 1. The following forbids re-voting and unregistered
voters (Φv) and forbids corruption after vote (Φc):
Φv(id, BB) = | BB.vote[id] | < 1 & id ∈ BB.reg
Φc(id, BB) = | BB.vote[id] | < 1
The set of oracles and privacy experiment for the execution
of a voting scheme V, with platform and election assumptions
Ψ = (γ, µ, Φv, Φc), are defined in Figure 2, which we explain
in the following. The adversary A is modeled by a probabilistic
polynomial time (ppt) algorithm provided with a set of oracles.
Real vs Ideal world execution: As in [8], [9], [16], [52], we
model vote privacy as the inability of A to distinguish between
two runs of the voting experiment: one where A interacts
with a real execution of the voting scheme and one where
A interacts with an idealized execution. A uniform randomly
drawn index β ∈ {0, 1} determines the case we are in: β = 0
the real world, and β = 1 the ideal world. Intuitively, the real
world models a normal adversarial execution of the voting
scheme, whereas the ideal world models an execution where,
for honest voters: (i) ballots returned to the adversary contain
votes that may be arbitrarily distinct from the ones in the real
world (the adversary is free to choose them, e.g. they can be
constant or randomly drawn) and (ii) the outcome of the tally is
perfect, i.e. even if the adversary managed to modify the vote
in a cast ballot, it is the original unmodified vote that is part of
the outcome. Then, being able to distinguish the real execution
from the ideal (i.e. returning the correct guess β 0 = β), means
that A is able to exploit a (real world) weakness in the voting
scheme: at the cryptographic level of the ballot, at the protocol
level defined in oracles, or a combination of both.
Voter registration: oracle Oreg(id) registers voters with a
given id. Fresh credentials are created for id and stored on the
bulletin board. A can obtain the public credentials from the
bulletin board via the Oboard() oracle. A also obtains parts
of the private credential as specified by the leakage function.

Expbpriv,β
A,V,Ψ (λ, ρ)

Oracle Ocast(id, i, b0 )

BB0vote , BB0cast

← empty ; corr ← empty ;

1

:

2

: BB ← Setup(ρ) ; β 0 ← AO (1λ ) ; return β 0

Oracle Oreg(id)
1

: BB ← Register(1λ , id, BB) ; return γ(BB.privc[id])

Oracle Ovote(id, v0 , v1 )
: if Φv(id, BB) and id ∈
/ corr then
: b0 ← Vote(v0 , id, BB) ; b1 ← Vote(v1 , id, BB)
3:
BB.vote[id] ← BB.vote[id] + bβ

1

2

2

4
5

:
:

←
return bβ

BB0vote [id]

: b ← BB.vote[id, i] ; b0 ← BB0vote [id, i]

2

: if id ∈ corr or µ(b0 ) = µ(b) then

3

:

BB.cast ← BB.cast + (id, b0 )

4

:

if id ∈
/ corr then BB0cast ← BB0cast + (id, b0 )

5

:

else BB0cast ← BB0cast + (id, b0 )

Oracle Otally()

1

BB0vote [id]

1

+ b0

: J ← Valid(BB)
: (id1 , b1 ), . . . , (idn , bn ) ← BB.cast[J ]

: (id1 , b01 ), . . . , (idn , b0n ) ← BB0cast [J ]
4 : for i = 1 . . . n

3

5

:

if idi ∈
/ corr & β = 1 then b0i ← b0i else b0i ← bi

: BB.tally ← (id1 , b01 ), . . . , (idn , b0n ) ;
7 : return (J , Tally(BB))

6

Oracle Ocorr(id)
1
2

: if Φc(id, BB) then
:
corr ← corr + id; return BB.privc[id]

Oracle Oboard()
1

: return BB.public

Fig. 2. Privacy experiment for a scheme V with adversary A and oracles O = {Oreg, Ocorr, Oboard, Ovote, Ocast, Otally}. Platform and election
assumptions are represented by Ψ = (γ, µ, Φv, Φc).

Voter corruption: oracle Ocorr(id) allows corruption of registered voters. It reveals to A the private credentials of the
corresponding voter. The election assumption Φc may prevent
corruption in some cases, for instance after voting. We call
uncorrupted registered voters honest.
Voting: oracle Ovote(id, v0 , v1 ) invokes the voting procedure
for honest voters. We construct two ballots: b0 encoding v0 ,
i.e. the real vote, and b1 encoding v1 , i.e. the ideal vote;
A obtains bβ , where β is the challenge bit in the privacy
experiment. The ballot bβ is also stored in BB.vote. To be
able to perform the ideal tally, which requires the perfect voter
ballots, the experiment also stores b0 on BB0vote . The election
assumption Φv may prevent the execution of Ovote in some
cases, for example when id is corrupted or has already voted.
For corrupted voters, A can construct the ballots itself, because
it has the private credentials.
The Ovote oracle models the construction of the ballot in a
trusted environment, before being passed on to the untrusted
platform controlled by the adversary: for OnePad, it models
the voter or the mobile device that computes the masked vote;
for Helios, it models the voting device that encrypts the chosen
vote and posts it to the bulletin board. The Ocast oracle
models the part of the voting process that is controlled by
the attacker, and which may affect the ballots constructed with
Ovote: the ballot casting application, the network, the bulletin
board, etc. For OnePad, the device where the voter inputs the
shifted vote is also modeled by Ocast, because it is assumed
corrupted.
Ballot casting: oracle Ocast(id, i, b0 ) casts a ballot on the
bulletin board. A may construct the ballot b0 by manipulation

of previously created ballots. If the corresponding voter is honest, the index i specifies which of the previously constructed
honest ballots is replaced by b0 ; the platform assumption may
protect some parts of this honestly constructed ballot, so the
oracle ensures that A cannot modify them. For dishonest
voters, the Ocast operation is the same, except there is no
restriction on the cast ballots: A has the private credentials,
fully controls the platform, and can cast any ballot. To be
able to perform the ideal tally, for honest voters we copy the
original, unaltered ballot from BB0vote to BB0cast .
Tally outcome: oracle Otally() outputs the result of tallying
the cast ballots, ensuring that the ideal world (β = 1) gets a
perfect tally.
Privacy experiment and adversary: Expbpriv,β
A,V,Ψ (λ, ρ), with β ∈
{0, 1}, is the privacy experiment described above. λ is the
security parameter, ρ are parameters required by V and Ψ
are platform and election assumptions. BB is a bulletin board
following the structure defined by the voting scheme V; it is
empty at the beginning and filled with keys, credentials and
ballots during the execution of the experiment.
Definition 1. A voting scheme V with platform and election
assumptions Ψ satisfies vote privacy with bound ζ for a class
of adversaries C if no adversary A ∈ C can distinguish between
bpriv,1
the games Expbpriv,0
A,V,Ψ (λ, ρ) and ExpA,V,Ψ (λ, ρ) from Figure 2
with advantage more than ζ(λ). That is, for any election
parameters ρ, and Advbpriv
A,V,Ψ (λ, ρ) defined by
h
i 1
Pr Expbpriv,β
A,V,Ψ (λ, ρ) = β | β ←$ {0, 1} −
2

we have Advbpriv
A,V,Ψ (λ, ρ) < ζ(λ)
C. Attacks
We describe how our definition captures three attacks
against voting schemes: the attack of Cortier and Smyth based
on ballot copy [21], a variant of this attack by Rønne [47]
based on the observation that ballot weeding is not sufficient
to counter the attack of [21], and a new attack against the
OnePad scheme of Figure 1. The attacks of [21], [47] are
against the Helios voting scheme [1]. For brevity, we show
how our definition captures them for a simplified version of the
scheme. The new attack we describe against OnePad implies
in particular that the scheme of [3] and Prêt à Voter [14], [49]
do not satisfy our proposed privacy definition when the voting
platform is compromised. They may satisfy weaker notions of
privacy, for instance when the voting platform is honest but
curious. We stress the novelty of our definition: among the
three attacks, only the first one can be captured with previous
definitions.
1) Attacks violating the definition: Consider a scheme
where the Setup creates a key pair (pk, sk) for an encryption
scheme, Vote computes Encpk (v) and Tally considers the cast
ciphertexts, decrypts them and outputs the result. For this
scheme, we consider the platform assumption (⊥, >), meaning
that the private credentials are not leaked - in fact, there are no
private credentials for this scheme - but the adversary can cast
any ballot (for example, the adversary may control the channel
or the server that uploads the ballot to the bulletin board). The
election assumption (Φv, Φc) does not allow revoting, as in
Example 1, but may allow corruption after vote.
The attack of [21] assumes one corrupted voter, but we note
that it is not necessary to control the voter, being sufficient
to control the voting platform. The intuition of the attack is
as follows: assume two registered voters id1 , id2 that attempt
to cast their ballots b1 and b2 ; the attacker discards b2 and,
instead, submits a copy of b1 in the name of id2 to the bulletin
board. The outcome of the election will then contain two
identical votes, which reveal the choice of id1 .
Example 2 (attack of [21] against Helios). Formally, for two
different votes v1 , v2 , A does:
Oreg(id1 ) ; Oreg(id2 ) ;
b ← Ovote(id1 , v1 , v1 ) ; Ovote(id2 , v2 , v2 ) ;
Ocast(id1 , 1, b) ; Ocast(id2 , 1, b)
We then have:
BB.cast
BB0cast

= ( id1 , Encpk (v1 ) ) , ( id2 , Encpk (v1 ) )
= ( id1 , Encpk (v1 ) ) , ( id2 , Encpk (v2 ) )

When β = 0, Otally() returns {v1 , v1 }. When β = 1,
Otally() returns {v1 , v2 }. Therefore A can determine β with
probability 1.
For the next example, we strengthen the scheme by considering non-malleable encryption, ensuring that A cannot
construct a ballot b01 encoding the same vote as b1 , and ballot
weeding, ensuring two copies of b1 cannot be accepted in

tally. The strengthened scheme satisfies the privacy definition
of [21], however, as observed by [47], it suffers from the same
type of attacks when the attacker controls parts of the voting
infrastructure. Indeed, if the attacker controls the ballot casting
application or the bulletin board, it can claim that ballot casting
was not successful. The voter may then try a second attempt
with the same vote v1 . So the attacker obtains two different
ballots b1 , b01 containing both v1 : one can be cast for id1 , and
the other for id2 , so we derive the same attack as above.
Our definition captures such an attack as follows: (i) we
consider a weaker election assumption Φv that allows multiple
calls to the Ovote oracle for the same id - this corresponds
to a voter being allowed to revote if he believes his ballot did
not make it to the bulletin board; (ii) the Ocast oracle allows
the adversary to exploit the list of ballots created with Ovote;
some can be cast for the id corresponding to the same voter,
others can be copied and cast for a different id.
Example 3 (attack of [47] against Helios with weeding).
Adversary A registers the same voters as in Example 2. The
other oracle queries are:
b1 ← Ovote(id1 , v1 , v1 ); b01 ← Ovote(id1 , v1 , v1 );
Ovote(id2 , v2 , v2 ); Ocast(id1 , 1, b1 ); Ocast(id2 , 1, b01 )
As in Example 2, the outcome of the tally for these ballots will
allow A to detect β with probability 1.
Next we present an attack against schemes where the ballot
is of the form v⊕m w, for some secret w that may associated to
each voter - like in OnePad - or to each voter-candidate pair like in Prêt-à-Voter with general permutations; a permutation π
can be represented by a list of shifts w1 , . . . , wm , one for each
candidate. Again, the platform assumption is (⊥, >): leakage
⊥ means that private credentials used for computing the vote
shift are not revealed to A, unless the voter is corrupted; ballot
modification > means A controls the device where the voter
inputs the shifted vote and may arbitrarily modify it before
casting. Assume there are m candidates and let v1 , v2 ∈ Zm
with v1 6= v2 .
Intuitively, the attack works as follows: A exploits an
algebraic property of a ballot b = v ⊕m w, namely that
b0 = b ⊕ r = (v ⊕ r) ⊕m w represents a valid ballot encoding
a vote for v ⊕m r. A can substitute b with b0 during ballot
casting, so the output of the tally will then contain v ⊕m r,
instead of v as it should. We show, in the next section, that
appropriately chosen values of r allow A to derive the vote of
both the targeted voter and of a second voter whose machine
A does not even have to control.
Example 4 (new attack on OnePad and PaV). Adversary
A registers two voters id1 , id2 ; it does not corrupt any. It
modifies the ballot b of id1 to cast b ⊕m r instead, for some
r ∈ Z∗m . Formally, A does:
Oreg(id1 ); Oreg(id2 );
b1 ← Ovote(id1 , v1 , v1 ); b2 ← Ovote(id2 , v2 , v2 );
Ocast(id1 , 1, b1 ⊕m r); Ocast(id2 , 1, b2 )

From definitions and the algebraic properties of ⊕m , we have
the following cast ballots to be tallied:
BB.cast
BB0cast

=
=

(id1 , (v1 ⊕m r) ⊕ w1 ) , (id2 , v2 ⊕m w2 );
(id1 , v1 ⊕m w1 ) , (id2 , v ⊕m w2 )

When β = 0, Otally() returns {v1 ⊕m r, v2 }. When β = 1,
Otally() returns {v1 , v2 }. Since r 6= 0, A can determine β
with probability 1.
Note that the attack of Example 4 does not affect the ballot
of id2 ; we can assume A does not control the associated
device.
2) Concrete attacks: We show how attacks discovered with
the formal definition can be exploited in a concrete execution
of the voting scheme, allowing to extract information about
private votes when they follow a particular distribution. Assume there are two honest voters id1 , id2 and 4 candidates,
represented by elements of Z4 . For illustration, we consider
that the votes v1 (of id1 ) and v2 (of id2 ) follow the distribution
1
1
p1 =
p2 = 0
p3 = 0
2
2
where pi represents the probability of a vote for candidate
i. The exploits can also be performed for more general
distributions where p2 , p3 > 0. This reflects the realistic
situation where some candidates are expected to finish with
very low scores. The goal of A is to find out how one, or both,
of the honest voters voted. On an ideal system where A sees
only a permutation of {v1 , v2 } as outcome, A can win with
probability 43 . Indeed, with probability 12 both honest voters
vote for the same candidate and, trivially, the attacker knows
their choice, or (again with probability 12 ) both voters make
different choices (either v1 votes 0 and v2 votes 1, or v1 votes
1 and v2 votes 0), and the attacker has probability 21 to guess
their choices correctly.
For the concrete voting schemes that we consider, we derive
from Examples 2–4 that A can win with probability 1, rather
than probability 34 .
Helios. Following the steps of Example 2 or 3, A obtains
{v1 , v1 } as outcome of the election, so it can derive the vote
of id1 with probability 1—even without assuming a particular
vote distribution. Note that A derives no information about
the vote of id2 . The attack requires that A is able to drop and
replace the ballot of id2 .
OnePad. Following the steps of Example 4, with r = 1, A
obtains
{ρ1 , ρ2 } = {v1 ⊕4 1, v2 }
p0 =

as outcome of the election. According to the vote distribution
assumption, we have that
(v1 , v2 ) ∈ {0, 1} × {0, 1} & p2 = 0 & p3 = 0.
Hence A can make the following case analysis:
• case {ρ1 , ρ2 } = {2, ρ} for some ρ ∈ {0, 1}: as p2 = 0,
the vote for 2 must be the modified one, i.e. v1 ⊕4 1 = 2,
and therefore (v1 , v2 ) = (1, ρ).

case {ρ1 , ρ2 } = {1, 1}: we have that (v1 ⊕4 1, v2 ) = (1, 1)
and hence (v1 , v2 ) = (0, 1).
• case {ρ1 , ρ2 } = {0, 1}: as {v1 ⊕4 1, v2 } = {0, 1}, we
either have that (v1 , v2 ) = (3, 1) or (v1 , v2 ) = (0, 0); as
p3 = 0 it must be that (v1 , v2 ) = (0, 0).
• other cases are not possible, as p2 = p3 = 0.
Note that, with probability 1, A learns how both id1 and id2
voted, while it has to control only the device of id1 .
PaV with general permutations. Following the steps of
Example 4, with r = 2, A obtains {ρ1 , ρ2 } = {v, v2 }
as outcome of the election, with v = v1 ⊕4 2. Given the
above assumption about the distribution of votes, we have
v1 ∈ {0, 1}, and therefore v ∈ {2, 3}, so A can deduce that
v2 = {ρ1 , ρ2 } ∩ {0, 1}.
Note that A learns how id2 voted, and no information about
the vote of id1 , although A does not control the device of id2
but the device of id1 .
In conclusion, the attacker controlling the voting device can
attack vote privacy in [3], [14], [49] by corrupting a ballot
before sending it to election servers. This will determine an
algebraic relation in the outcome that can be exploited to
derive information about the private vote.
3) Additional remarks on our definition: For our attacker
model, there are two types of “attacks” against voting schemes
that, by design, are tolerated by our definition: ballot blocking
and ballot malleability. A ballot blocking attack prevents a
proportion of ballots from being cast, in order to reduce the
anonymity of the remaining votes in the outcome. For example, if there are two voters and one of them is blocked, this
will reveal the vote of the remaining voter. In our definition,
a blocked ballot in a real execution of the protocol (i.e. a call
to Ovote(id, _, _) not followed by a call to Ocast(id, _, _))
will be mirrored by a blocked ballot in the ideal execution, so
ballot blocking alone is not sufficient for distinguishing real
from ideal executions.
We make this choice for the following reasons. On one
hand, this attack is not realistic, because anyone can publicly
observe that a significant proportion of ballots does not reach
the bulletin board, and the attack would be countered. On
the other hand, there is no voting scheme that can prevent
such an attack, whereas there are schemes that still provide
a meaningful security guarantee in this setting - we need a
definition that can evaluate them.
Ballot malleability happens when the adversary is able to
transform a ballot into a different valid ballot, without necessarily affecting the underlying vote, and cast it for the same
voter that created the ballot. This source of malleability, e.g.
when it changes the ballot but not the vote it contains, does not
necessarily lead to an attack. For example, in some schemes
ballots rely on rerandomiseable cryptography for encryption,
signing, or both, like in the BeleniosRF scheme [13]. Ballot
malleability does not necessarily affect vote privacy, and is a
priori tolerated by our definition - as long as A is not able to
change the underlying vote, or to cast the rerandomised ballot
for a different voter; both of these features do indeed lead to
attacks, as shown above.
•

III. P ROVABLE PRIVACY WITH CRYPTOGRAPHIC TOKENS
The attacks of Section II-C show that in order to obtain
provable privacy for schemes based on a one time pad we need
mechanisms to ensure that the padded vote is not modified
before being cast on the bulletin board. One option is to rely on
verifiability, which itself relies on several assumptions, some
of them technical - e.g. appropriate verification devices and
trustworthy bulletin board - some of them social - e.g. voters
do check their ballots. Another option, that we explore in the
rest of the paper, is to use cryptographic tokens attesting to
the tallying authorities that the cast ballots have not been
compromised. We first consider such tokens at an abstract
level, in terms of the security properties that they provide,
and then discuss in section IV what cryptographic primitives
can be used for instantiation.
A. The TokPad voting scheme (Fig. 3)
We consider a scenario where the voter has access to two
devices. The first device, that we call browser, is used for
sending the ballot to the bulletin board. The second device,
that we call token, is used for authenticating the ballot. The
goal is to guarantee privacy even if the browser or the token are
compromised, but not both. The voter has a pair of credentials
(w, k). The credential w is used as a one time pad for masking
the vote v, like in the OnePad scheme. We have p = v ⊕m w,
where m is the number of candidates. The credential k is
used by the token for computing a tag t = Tok(p, k), which
is an authentication code for p. The voting ballot that will be
sent by the browser to the bulletin board is the pair (p, t).
Ballot validation (algorithm Valid called before Tally) ensures
that only ballots with verified tags are tallied. We consider
a simple tally procedure where talliers decrypt the ciphertexts
Encpk (w) in order to get w and reverse the one-time pad to get
v. The proof of privacy, however, holds for any tally procedure
whose input/output behavior is the same as the simple tally.
Indeed, we can use re-encryption mixes or homomorphic tally
in order to distribute trust, as we show in Section IV.
Formally, the syntax and security requirement for the cryptographic tokens (definitions 2 and 3) are similar to message
authentication codes [4]. Particular to our application is the
number of token instances that the adversary can see before
having to forge a token: it is the number of voting attempts
using the same token device. We can assume that this number
is small for honest voters, and indeed equal to 1 when revoting
is not allowed. This improves the security guarantees that
can be derived for TokPad, especially for some cryptographic
instances that we discuss in Section IV, whose aim is to keep
the tag length as short as allowed by security requirements.
Definition 2. A cryptographic token is defined by a parameter
space P, a message space M, a key space K, a tag space T
and three algorithms TKGen : P 7→ K, Tok : M×K 7→ T and
Ver : T ×M×K 7→ {true, false} such that, for any ρ ∈ P and
k ← TKGen(ρ), we have ∀m ∈ M. Ver(Tok(m, k), m, k) =
true.

Definition 3. Given a cryptographic token T = (TKGen, Tok,
λ
Ver) and an adversary A, let Forgetsec,n
A,T (1 ) be the event that
tsec,n λ
ExpA,T (1 ) from Fig. 4 returns true. We define the advantage
of A making at most n token queries, as
h
i
tsec,n λ
λ
AdvA,T
(1 ) = Pr Forgetsec,n
A,T (1 ) .
B. Proof of privacy
The following theorem shows that TokPad satisfies vote
privacy under certain platform and election assumptions. The
case (γ, µ) = (⊥, >) models the scenario of a malicious
browser and honest token: the credential for the one-time pad
and the token key are not leaked, while the adversary has full
influence over what ballot to cast to the bulletin board. The
case (γ, µ) = ({2}, {2}) models the scenario of an honest
browser and malicious token: the token key is leaked and
the adversary can provide any tag for the ballot, but it does
not have the credential for and cannot modify the one-time
pad sent to the bulletin board. We use election assumptions
(Φv, Φc) from Example 1 for Theorem 1 showing privacy of
TokPad. Below, we sketch the main ideas and steps of the
proof, which is fully formalized and machine-checked [54]
in EasyCrypt.
For an encryption scheme Enc and an adversary A, we
λ
denote by Advind-cpa
A,Enc (1 ) the advantage of A in the chosen
plaintext indistinguishability experiment that defines the security of Enc: it quantifies the success of A in distinguishing
Enc(m0 , pk) from Enc(m1 , pk), for any m0 , m1 chosen by
A [28], [40]. We say that Enc is ind-cpa secure if, for any
λ
ppt adversary A, we have Advind-cpa
A,Enc (1 ) < ζ(λ), for some
negligible function ζ.
Theorem 1. Let V be the TokPad voting scheme using an
encryption scheme Enc and a cryptographic token T. Assume
that
ind-cpa λ
• AdvA,Enc (1 ) is bounded by ζenc for any ppt adversary
A;
tsec,1 λ
• AdvA,T (1 ) is bounded by ζtok for any ppt adversary
A.
Then, for any ppt adversary A, any set of eligible voters I
and any number of candidates m:
1) Dishonest browser1 : with platform assumptions Ψ =
(⊥, >, Φv, Φc), we have
Advbpriv
A,V,Ψ (λ, I, m) ≤ 2 ∗ |I| ∗ ( ζenc (λ) + ζtok (λ) )
2) Dishonest token2 : with platform assumptions Ψ =
({2}, {2}, Φv, Φc), we have
Advbpriv
A,V,Ψ (λ, I, m) ≤ 2 ∗ |I| ∗ ζenc (λ)
We sketch the proof for the case of a dishonest browser, the
case of a dishonest token being similar, with the difference
that ballot integrity does not depend on a cryptographic
assumption, but is ensured by the honest browser. Let A be
1 Lemma
2

dish_browser in file TokpadProof_DishonestBrowser.ec from [54]
Lemma dish_token in file TokpadProof_DishonestToken.ec from [54]

Setup(1λ , (nc, I))

Register(1λ , id, BB)

BB.(nc, I) ← (nc, I)
λ

BB.(pk, sk) ← KGen(1 )
BB.(reg, vote, cast, tally) ← empty ;
return BB

Vote(v, id, BB)
m ← BB.nc ; (w, k) ← BB.privc[id]
p ← v ⊕m w ; t ← Tok(p, k)
return (p, t)

BB.public:

pk, pubc, nc,
reg, I, vote
cast, tally
BB.private: sk, privc

Valid(BB)

if id ∈ BB.I r BB.reg then
(m, pk) ← BB.(nc, pk)

(sk, m) ← BB.(sk, nc)
J , idL ← empty
λ
w ←$ Zm ; k ← TKGen(1 ) ; c ← Encpk (w) for (idi , pi , ti ) ∈ BB.cast do
(_, k) ← BB.privc[idi ]
BB.privc[id] ← (w, k) ; BB.pubc[id] ← c
if idi ∈
/ idL ∧ Ver(ti , pi , k)
BB.reg ← BB.reg + id
then
J ←J +i
return BB
idL ← idL + idi
Tally(BB)
return J
vL ← empty ; (sk, m) ← BB.(sk, nc)
for (id, p, t) in BB.tally
c ← BB.pubc[id]; w ← Decsk (c);
v ← p m w; vL ← vL + v
return vL

Fig. 3. Algorithms defining the TokPad voting scheme with encryption scheme (KGen, Enc, Dec) and token (TKGen, Tok, Ver)

Oracle Otok(p)

Oracle Over(t, p)

λ
Exptsec,n
A,T (1 )

t ← Tok(p, k) ; Q ← Q + (t, p)
return t

Q ← Q + (t, p)
return Ver(t, p, k)

k ← TKGen(1λ ) ; Q ← empty ; (t, p) ← AO
return Ver(t, p, k) & |Q| ≤ n & (t, p) ∈
/Q

Fig. 4. Token security game with n token queries for adversary A and oracles O = {Otok, Over}

a ppt adversary for the experiment Expbpriv,β
A,V (λ) of Fig. 2.
Let BB.cast = (id1 , b1 ), . . . , (idn , bn ) be the list of ballots
present on the bulletin board after the ballot casting phase. We
define a partition of these ballots into honest, compromised and
respectively corrupted: BB.cast = BBhon ] BBcomp ] BBcorr ,
where, for (id, b) ∈ BBcast , we have
• (id, b) ∈ BBhon iff id ∈
/ corr and b was created by a call
to Ovote(id, v0 , v1 ). So we have b = BBvote [id, i], where
i = 1 because revoting is not allowed.
• (id, b) ∈ BBcomp iff id ∈
/ corr and b is different from the
ballot created with Ovote(id, v0 , v1 ). So we have b 6=
BBvote [id, 1].
• (id, b) ∈ BBcorr iff id ∈ corr.
Denote by BadA the event that one of the ballots compromised by A passes the validity test, i.e. ∃j. (idj , bj ) ∈
BBcomp & j ∈ Valid(BB). In the first part of the proof,
relying on the token security assumption, we bound the
probability of the BadA event. This allows us to assume
¬BadA for the second part of the proof, where we reduce vote
indistinguishability to the security of the encryption scheme.
Formally, consider the advantage of A conditioned on ¬BadA :
Advbpriv
(λ, I, m) =
A,V,Ψ,¬Bad
h
Pr

Expbpriv,β
A,V,Ψ (λ, ρ)

i

= β | β ←$ {0, 1}, ¬BadA −

1
2

We have:
Claim 1: Pr[BadA ] ≤ 2 ∗ |I| ∗ ζtok (λ)
Claim 2: Advbpriv
A,V,Ψ,¬Bad (λ, I, m) ≤ 2 ∗ |I| ∗ ζenc (λ)
The desired result follows from
Advbpriv
A,V,Ψ (λ, I, m)

≤ Pr[BadA ] +

Advbpriv
A,V,Ψ,¬Bad (λ, I, m)

Proof sketch of Claim 1: Relying on A, we construct an adversary B in the token security experiment Exptsec
B,T . B samples
a voter id ←$ I. If BadA is true, with some probability, as in
equation (?) below, an honest ballot for the sampled id will be
compromised by A. This ballot allows B to break the security
of the token for the corresponding key kid . B implements the
oracle calls for A as in the experiment Expbpriv,β
A,V,Ψ (λ), with the
following difference:
•

•

the token key kid for id is not chosen by B, but is the
secret key in the token security experiment Exptsec,n
B,T ; note
that B does not have this key.
to create an honest ballot for id, B needs to compute
Tok(p, kid ), for some p. For this, it relies on the Otok(p)
oracle provided by Exptsec,n
B,T .

Note that: (i) B adds at most polynomial time overhead to
the complexity of A, thus it is a ppt adversary; (ii) at most one
honest ballot is allowed for each voter, thus B makes at most
one token query in the Exptsec,n
B,T security game. Therefore B
is in the class of token adversaries
from thei assumptions of
h
tsec,1 λ
the theorem and we have Pr ForgeB,T (1 ) ≤ ζtok (λ).
For each id ∈ I, let Badid
A be the event that a ballot
from the corresponding voter is a witness for BadA , i.e. it
is compromised and it passes the validity test. We can show
that:
"
(?) Pr[BadA ] = Pr

#

_
id∈I

h
i
Badid
≤ |I|∗Pr Badid
A
A | id ←$ I

Furthermore, for B constructed as above, we can show that:
h
i 1
h
i
λ
(??)
Pr Forgetsec,1
∗ Pr Badid
A | id ←$ I
B,T (1 ) =
2
h
i
λ
From (?), (??) and Pr Forgetsec,1
(1
)
≤ ζtok (λ), we
B,T
deduce Claim 1.
Proof sketch of Claim 2: Let b1 , . . . , bn be the set of valid
ballots cast by A for honest voters. Since we have ¬BadA ,
each bi was constructed by an oracle call Ovote(idi , v0i , v1i ).
Therefore, the outcome of Otally() for these ballots should be
v01 , . . . , v0n , and we can compute this output directly, without
using the private credentials w1 , . . . , wn for decrypting the
one-time pad, by storing internally the votes provided in
Ovote. We do this in a modified vote privacy experiment that
we annotate with bpriv1 . We have

established between token and browser. A smaller size can
also be used when the only available channel is the voter.
In addition to ind-cpa security, in order to ensure vote
privacy even when some talliers are dishonest, the encryption
scheme needs to allow:
•
•

ballot anonymization by re-encryption mixnets or by
homomorphic aggregation of ballots.
distributed decryption by a shared secret key.

We can use classic voting-friendly schemes like ElGamal
or Paillier to support re-encryption mixnets and distributed
decryption. In order to support homomorphic aggregation of
ballots we propose a technique that allows to derive, given
one-time pads and credentials encrypted with an additively
homomorphic scheme, ciphertexts containing an appropriate
encoding of votes.

bpriv

λ
λ
1
(•) Advbpriv
A,V,Ψ,¬Bad (1 , I, m) = AdvA,V,Ψ,¬Bad (1 , I, m)

Note that the tally outcome for honest voters in bpriv1 is
determined by arguments to Ovote and is independent of the
private voter credentials. Next we rely on the security assumption for Enc to also make the public credentials independent
of the private credentials. We transform bpriv1 into bpriv2 as
follows:
• for every private credential wi ∈ Zm , sample a fresh
random xi ∈ Zm ;
• replace every public credential Encpk (wi ) with the fresh
ciphertext Encpk (xi ).
Relying on a hybrid argument and the security assumption
on Enc, we can show:
(••)

bpriv

1
AdvA,V,Ψ,¬Bad
(1λ , I, m) ≤
bpriv2
AdvA,V,Ψ,¬Bad
(1λ , I, m) + 2 ∗ |I| ∗ ζenc (λ)

where the coefficient |I| comes from the fact that, in the
worst case, we may need one hybrid game per voter to make
the reduction to ind-cpa security. Let (w1 ⊕ vβ1 , Tok(w1 ⊕
vβ1 , k1 )), . . . , (wm ⊕ vβm , Tok(wm ⊕ vβm , km )) be the set of
ballots created with Ovote in bpriv2 ; the ballots b1 , . . . , bn
that are cast for honest voters are a subset of these ballots.
By construction of bpriv2 , each wi is sampled uniformly and
is only used once in the experiment, for the computation of
wi ⊕ vβi . Therefore, wi acts as a one-time pad that hides vβi ,
and we can deduce:
bpriv

2
AdvA,V,Ψ,¬Bad
(1λ , I, m) = 0

Together with (•) and (••), we conclude Claim 2.
IV. VOTING SYSTEM FROM T OK PAD
An instance of TokPad is determined by the choice of the
encryption scheme for credentials and of cryptographic tokens
for ballot authentication. Together with the number of eligible
voters, they will determine the security guarantees that can be
derived from Theorem 1. For tokens, we review two standard
constructions that can be instantiated with any choice for the
size of the tag space. A larger size provides better security,
and it can be used when communication channels can be

A. Cryptographic primitives for tokens
PRP-based mac [4], [27]. Assume F : T × K 7→ T is a
function from a pseudorandom permutation family with key
generation algorithm G. Then we let:
•
•
•
•

the message and tag space for the token be equal to T
TKGen be defined by G
Tok(m, k) be defined by F(m, k)
Ver(t, m, k) be true iff F(m, k) = t.

Seeking constructions for F that allow flexibility in choosing the size of tags from the space T , we can rely on formatpreserving encryption [5], [10] to choose any suitable domain
for T :
Lemma 1 ( [5], [10] ). For any finite domain T , there is a
key space K and a pseudorandom permutation family with
functions F : T × K 7→ T .
Thus, the probability of distinguishing any such function
F from a random permutation is bounded by a negligible
function ζ, for any ppt adversary. The following lemma
shows that pseudorandomness of F implies security for the
associated token:
Lemma 2 ( [4], [27] ). For any ppt adversary A against a
prp-based token T, we have
h
i
1
Pr Forgetsec,n
(λ)
≤ ζ(λ) +
A,T
(|T | − n)
where ζ bounds the probability for a ppt adversary to distinguish the underlying prp from a random permutation.
The second term in the sum represents the probability for
A to guess a valid tag from the remaining options after having
made n token queries.
Hash-based mac [12], [33], [55]. For a prime q and any
a, b, m ∈ Zq , define the function ha,b (m) = a · m + b mod q.
Then, using ha,b (·) in the same way as F(·, k) above, we can
define a token with message and tag space Zq and key space
Zq × Zq .

Lemma 3 ( [55] ). For any adversary A against a hash-based
token T with tag space T , we have
h
i
1
λ
Pr Forgetsec,1
(1
)
≤
.
A,T
|T | − 1
The advantage of a hash-based mac is that it is a simple
algebraic operation and can be easily verified. The disadvantage is that it can be used at most once, but this is sufficient
for TokPad.
From Theorem 1 (for the case of a dishonest browser) and
Lemma 2 (resp. Lemma 3), we derive the following Corollary,
where Lemma 1 allows us to choose any suitable value for the
size of the tag space in the case of a prp-based token:
Corollary 1. The TokPad scheme using an ind-cpa secure
encryption scheme and a (prp, resp. hash)-based token with
tag space T satisfies privacy with bound 2∗nv ∗(ζ(λ)+ |T 1|−1 ),
where nv is the number of eligible voters and ζ is a negligible
function.

elements of Zm . Let L be a number greater than the number of
eligible voters. For each ` ∈ Zm , a vote for ` will be encoded
by an element in {L` , L`−m }. All algebraic operations in the
following are implicitly modulo q.
Vote encoding. For any α, `, r ∈ Zq , we let
EncodeL (α, `) = αL`
DecodeL (r, `) = (r mod L`+1 − r mod L` )/L`
A vote for v is usually encoded as EncodeL (1, v). To
achieve our transformation, we will consider EncodeL (1, v −
m) to be an encoding of v as well. Then, α votes for v are
represented by EncodeL (α1 , v) +EncodeL (α2 , v − m), with
α = α1 + α2 . The following lemma shows how additive
operations on encodings translate to respective operations on
the underlying votes.
Lemma 4. Let α1 , . . . , αk , `1 , . . . , `k , L ∈ Zq be such that
α1 + . . . + αk < L and `1 < . . . < `k . Then, for any j ∈
{1, . . . , k}, we have

Assuming, for example, that token tags are 8 letter words
built from 64 alphanumeric characters, we obtain |T | = 648 = EncodeL (α1 , `) + EncodeL (α2 , `) = EncodeL (α1 + α2 , `)
k
248 . If there are a maximum of 100 million voters, so nv < DecodeL (Σi=1 EncodeL (αi , i), `j ) = αj
27
2 , we derive from Corollary 1 that TokPad satisfies privacy Proof. For any α , α , we have directly from definition
1
2
with bound ζ(λ) + 2201−1 < 0.001 · 10−4 . If we have 1 million Encode (α , `) + Encode (α , `) = α L` + α L` =
L
1
L
2
1
2
voters, so nv < 220 , and we use 6 letter words, so |T | = 236 , EncodeL (α1 + α2 , `).
the bound is smaller than 0.002·10−2 . Note that these bounds,
Let r = Σki=1 EncodeL (αi , i) = α1 L`1 + . . . + αk L`k and
in particular the coefficient nv , are for the worst case where the consider any j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. From the assumptions of the
adversary attacks privacy by attempting to massively corrupt Lemma, we can deduce that
tokens. In that case, from the token security assumption, a
α1 L`1 + . . . + αj L`j
< L`j +1
large proportion of the corresponding corrupted tags would be
`1
`j−1
α1 L + . . . + αj−1 L
< L`j
invalid. That can be considered enough corruption evidence in
order to cancel the election, as for coercion evidence in [30].
Therefore, for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have
B. Encryption scheme and homomorphic tally
To ensure privacy in case of dishonest talliers voting
schemes rely on distribution of the secret key [17], [22], [46],
combined with mixnets [1], [15], [38], [49] or homomorphic
tallying [18], [19], [22], [36] to anonymize ballots. ElGamal
[25] or Paillier [45] are examples of schemes typically used in
this context, that we can also adopt in TokPad. Homomorphic
tallying, however, requires a special encoding of encrypted
votes in order to exploit the additive homomorphism of the
encryption scheme. The initial ballot data in TokPad is a onetime pad of votes, hidden from voting devices, so we need
an additional transformation to compute the necessary vote
encoding. We propose a solution that can be applied to any
homomorphic encryption scheme, that allows us to compute
the vote encoding from available public data.
Consider Enc0 to be an additively homomorphic ind-cpa
secure encryption scheme, e.g. exponential ElGamal [25] or
Paillier [45], with message space Zq , for a prime q, key space
denoted by K0 and ciphertext space denoted by C0 . Note that,
from z ∈ Zq and c = Enc0pk (x), we can compute Enc0pk (x ∗ z).
Denote by cz this operation, and by c1 ? c2 the operation that
allows to obtain Enc0pk (x1 +x2 ) from c1 = Enc0pk (x1 ) and c2 =
Enc0pk (x2 ). Assume there are m candidates, represented by

r
r

mod L`j +1
mod L`j

=
=

α1 L`1 + . . . + αj−1 L`j−1 + αj L`j
α1 L`1 + . . . + αj−1 L`j−1

So we can conclude that, for any j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, we have
DecodeL (r, `j ) = αj .
For tallying, we will apply Lemma 4, where
• (`1 , . . . , `k ) will be the levels (0, . . . , m − 1, 0 −
m, . . . , (m − 1) − m) at which votes are encoded: each
vote v is encoded either at level v or at level v − m
(modulo q).
• α1 , . . . , αk will be the number of votes encoded at each
level `1 , . . . , `k .
• q will be the order of the additive group Zq , that underlies
Enc0
Since L is chosen to be greater than the number of eligible
voters (and there is at most one vote per voter), we will have
α1 + . . . + αk < L. In order to have `1 < . . . < `k , it is
sufficient to choose q such that 2m < q (typically q is a large
prime easily satisfying this constraint).
The goal in the following is to come up with an encryption
scheme for credentials w in TokPad that allows to publicly
obtain encrypted encodings of votes v from the shifted vote
v ⊕m w.

Encryption scheme. We define the encryption scheme Enc
with message space Zm , key space K0 and ciphertext space
Zq × C0 as follows
Encpk (x)

=

(L−x · r mod q , Enc0pk (r−1 )) , r ←$ Z∗q

Decryption can be performed by first decrypting the inner
ciphertext, removing r from the first component, and computing the discrete logarithm of L−x , since x comes from
a small set Zm . However, we do not perform decryption of
credentials directly, but, from v ⊕m w and Encpk (w) we compute Enc0pk (EncodeL (1, v)). Tallying can then be performed
relying on the homomorphic properties of Enc0 /Dec0 and
Encode/Decode (Lemma 4).
Encryption switching. For a ∈ Zm and c = (c1 , c2 ) a
1
ciphertext constructed with Enc, we let Switch(a, c) = ca·c
.
2
Lemma 5. For any m ∈ N, any v, w ∈ Zm , we have
Switch(v ⊕m w, Encpk (w)) = Enc0 (EncodeL (1, v 0 ))
for some v 0 ∈ {v, v − m}.
Proof. Let Encpk (w) = (c1 , c2 ). From definitions, we have
v⊕m w
v⊕m w
·c1
·L−w ·r
Switch(v⊕m w, c) = c2L
= Enc0pk (r−1 )L
=
Enc0pk (Lv⊕m w−w ) = Enc0pk (EncodeL (1, v ⊕m w − w)), for
some r ∈ Zq . Since v, w ∈ Zm , we deduce v ⊕m w − w ∈
{v, v − m}, and we can conclude.
As consequence of ind-cpa security for Enc0 , we have:
Lemma 6. Enc is ind-cpa secure.
Proof sketch. By contradiction, assume A is a successful
adversary against Enc. We construct an adversary A0 against
Enc0 , by simulating the ind-cpa game for A. Assume A
requests a challenge ciphertext for a pair (m0 , m1 ) ∈ Z2m , in
order to distinguish Encpk (m0 ) from Encpk (m1 ). Let r0 ←$ Zq
and let r1 be such that L−m1 = L−m0 · r0 · r1 . The pair
(r0−1 , r1−1 ) ∈ Z2q is sent by A0 to its ind-cpa challenger;
it obtains Enc0pk (rβ−1 ) in return; it returns Encpk (mβ ) =
[ L−m0 · r0 , Enc0pk (rβ−1 ) ] to A; it obtains β 0 from A and
outputs β 0 as its own guess. Then the advantage of A0 in
distinguishing Enc0pk (r0−1 ) from Enc0pk (r1−1 ) is the same as the
advantage of A in distinguishing Encpk (m0 ) from Encpk (m1 ),
so we contradict the ind-cpa security of Enc0 .
Corollary 2 (Homomorphic tally). For any BB obtained by
interacting with oracles O in Figure 3 and any parameters L, q
chosen as above, we have Result(Tally(BB)) = Tallyhom (BB),
where Result gathers the votes for each candidate in a vector
of dimension m and Tallyhom (BB) is defined by:
sk ← BB.sk ; m ← BB.nc ; cR ← Enc0pk (0)
for (id, p, t) in BB.tally
c ← BB.pubc[id] ; c0 ← Switch(p, c) ; cR ← cR ? c0 ;
R ← Dec0sk (cR ) ;
for i = 0 . . . m − 1
ri ← DecodeL (R, i) + DecodeL (R, i − m)
return (r0 , . . . , rm−1 )

From ind-cpa security of Enc, Theorem 1 (for the case of a
dishonest browser), results in subsection IV-A and Corollary 2,
we deduce:
Corollary 3. The TokPad scheme with Tallyhom used as tally
function, Enc defined as above, and a (prp or hash)-based
token, satisfies privacy with bound 2 ∗ nv ∗ (ζ(1λ ) + |T 1|−1 ),
where nv is the number of voters, T is the tag space and ζ a
negligible function.
C. Deployment, verifiability and open questions
We sketch possible deployment choices as well as verifiability steps that should be considered in order to ensure
vote integrity in TokPad. In-depth study of both is left for
future work. Recall that end-to-end verifiability can be split
into individual verifiability, ensuring that ballots are cast as
intended, and universal verifiability, ensuring that ballots are
tallied as cast [2], [42].
To get individual verifiability we need: browser verification,
to ensure the ballot (p, t) seen in the browser by the voter is the
same as the one cast on the bulletin board; token verification,
to ensure that the tag value t provided by the token is indeed
Tok(p, k); credential verification, to ensure that the private
credentials (w, k) received by the voter correspond to the ones
used for tally and ballot validation. Browser verification could
be performed relying on a separate device, e.g. the token, to
check the state of the bulletin board. If the token function is a
simple algebraic operation, e.g. the hash-based token presented
in subsection IV-A, token verification could be done directly
by the voter. Otherwise, it is a more general open problem.
An alternative could be to use a signing scheme, where the
public key could be used for token verification. The challenge
then would be to transfer the signature from the token to
the browser, as it would be too long to be copied by the
voter. To verify the credential w, we can adapt the Benaloh
challenge approach [6]. The voter could challenge the system
to verifiably decrypt the public credential on the bulletin board.
The voter would then need to obtain another credential, created
dynamically or beforehand. We can use a similar approach to
verify the key k, but a fresh key would need to be loaded on
the token device if the voter has chosen to challenge it.
For universal verifiability, we need to consider ballot validation and ballot tally. For each voter id, a public counterpart
of the corresponding token key kid would allow talliers
to output zero-knowledge proofs attesting that ballots are
correctly validated. For tally verifiability, we can rely on
standard zero-knowledge proofs. Furthermore, most operations
of our homomorphic tally are based only on public data, thus
minimizing the number of required proofs. We also need to
ensure that the additional information revealed for verifiability
does not compromise privacy. Formal proofs are future work,
but we expect strategies similar to those used to prove privacy
of Helios [16] to work.
One may also be interested in a stronger notion of privacy,
receipt-freeness, where the adversary cannot learn the contents
of a ballot even with cooperation from the corresponding voter.

In TokPad, for any votes v, v 0 and credential w, there exists
w0 such that v ⊕m w = v 0 ⊕m w0 . Therefore, even if the voter
reveals v and w to the adversary, there is no way of verifying
that the ballot does encode a vote for v. This holds under
the assumption that voters cannot verify their credentials;
otherwise, voters could delegate verification abilities to the
adversary, who could then be convinced that w is the correct
credential. This creates an additional challenge if we want to
achieve both verifiability and receipt-freeness.
A foremost deployment issue, and open question, is secure
generation and distribution of the private credential w. Like in
other systems [3], [14], [35], we can rely on an out of band
channel or a separate trusted device. The browser should be
deployed on a device that can communicate with the bulletin
board. The token could be deployed on a restricted device, like
hardware tokens typically used for banking, or on a general
purpose device like a mobile phone. In order to control access
to the bulletin board, to authenticate voters and to load the
secret key on the token device, we can have on top of TokPad
an infrastructure based on passwords and signatures like in
Helios and Belenios [1], [13].
There are a few open questions related to the security and
usability of secret keys. The tally key sk can be distributed
among a set of talliers, if we assume the underlying homomorphic scheme allows it. For the token key, we need a
distributed token verification algorithm, and secure distributed
protocols for generating the key and loading it on the token
device. Estimating the (in)security of reusing the same token
key across several elections or protocols is another problem
that would arise from practice. If the election allows several
voter choices, several different credentials could be used to
mask each choice. All of them could possibly be authenticated
by a single token tag. Extending TokPad for this scenario and
other, more expressive, election settings is another direction
for future work.
V. R ELATED WORK
Voting schemes for untrusted devices. In addition to
schemes based on a one-time pad [3], [14], [49], already
reviewed in subsection II-A, we have:
Pretty Good Democracy [34] relies on paper sheets that
contain codes for each candidate and a confirmation code
that voters will receive back from the system in order to
get assurance that their ballot reached the bulletin board.
Tallying relies on encrypted tables, plaintext equivalence tests
and re-encryption mixes in order to decrypt the corresponding
confirmation code for the received ballot and transform the
encrypted codes into corresponding encrypted votes.
The Norwegian voting protocol [26], [35] considers confirmation codes that are different for each candidate (this
improves verifiability, perhaps at the price of receipt-freeness),
and it proposes more efficient ways of computing the codes:
[35] is based on exponentiation and secret sharing of private
exponents; [26] is based on strong proxy oblivious transfer.
The drawback is that the voting platform learns the vote; only
integrity is ensured when the machine is untrusted.

Du-vote [31] is a remote voting scheme that aims to
achieve privacy and verifiability on untrusted voting platforms. It relies on dynamic electronic codes, hardware tokens
and orchestration of probabilistic checks and zero-knowledge
proofs to ensure that no party can cheat. Furthermore, it crops
ciphertexts to introduce the voter in the loop without loosing
usability. Still, the scheme is rather complex and it’s security
has not been formally proved. Indeed, [41] shows that under
certain assumptions there are attacks against both privacy and
verifiability.
Models and proofs for vote privacy. Our result is the first
machine-checked proof of privacy in presence of dishonest
voting platforms. There are lines of both symbolic [21], [23]
and computational [7]–[9], [16], [52] models for vote privacy
assuming an honest voting platform. The formalism that is
closest to ours is the one of [16]: they have a game-based
model of privacy and a complete EasyCrypt proof that privacy
holds for many variants of Helios.
We show that privacy in OnePad is violated when voters do
not verify their ballots. A similar problem is studied in [20],
showing that the classical privacy definition of [7] is violated
in absence of individual verifiability [18], [43]. To counter
this problem (and also the problem of a dishonest voting
device), [20] restricts the privacy definition so that privacy
guarantees hold only when all voters have verified their ballot.
Our definition covers more general settings, where privacy can
be studied and guaranteed independently from verifiability.
To capture the case of a dishonest voting platform, the
ballot secrecy definition of [51] allows the adversary to
control the bulletin board, similarly to our Ocast oracle. Our
definition allows however more flexibility by taking platform
assumptions into account. The indistinguishability experiment
of [51] does not follow the real versus ideal world approach
that we do. Instead, following the style of [7], it requires
indistinguishability of two different executions of the scheme
- left versus right - that differ following adversary’s inputs to
Ovote and the challenge ballots it obtains as output. This type
of definition requires restrictions on the considered executions,
in order to ensure that the left and right worlds cannot
be trivially distinguished from the outcome of the election.
Specifically, [51] requires that the tallied bulletin board BB be
balanced, i.e. for any vote v, the number of distinct challenge
ballots contained in BB that encode a vote for v should be the
same in the left execution as in the right execution. Because
of this restriction, [51] fails to capture the attack of [47]
against Helios (we do capture it in Example 3 of Section II-C).
The reason is that the attack requires two different challenge
ballots b, b0 created by two calls to Ovote(id, v0 , v1 ) to be
present on BB, which would then not satisfy the balanced
condition. On the other hand, for certain tallying methods (as
noted in [8] for left versus right indistinguishability notions
[7]) and certain schemes, the definition of [51] is too strong,
resulting in trivial attacks against the definition, that do not
imply real attacks against the scheme. For example, if the
scheme allows a (challenge) ballot b to be transformed into
a different valid ballot b0 , the definition would be violated,

because b0 would not be covered by the restriction to a
balanced BB. This would prevent, on one hand, to capture
meaningful attacks on OnePad and, on the other hand, to prove
privacy for schemes with malleable ballots, such as TokPad
with rerandomizable tokens, or the BeleniosRF scheme [13],
which relies on rerandomizable ciphertexts to achieve privacy
and receipt-freeness.
VI. C ONCLUSION
Our definition specifies ideal properties of privacypreserving voting schemes on untrusted devices. On one hand,
it poses the strong requirement that honest votes should not
be modified before tally: this is motivated by our attacks in
subsection II-C, showing that private votes can be extracted
from a compromised tally. On the other hand, the specification
does not prevent ballot dropping: this is motivated by the
observation that no current scheme prevents this, and that
methods external to the scheme could be used to detect
and counteract such attacks. These and other features of our
definition can be adjusted to account for new schemes and
voting contexts, e.g. when there is an assumption on the
vote distribution that counteracts our attacks, or when ballot
delivery can be ensured with high probability.
Our attacks exploit algebraic properties resulting from
masking votes in a cyclic group. Other ways of masking
votes, for example based on precomputed codes [34], may
be less vulnerable to such attacks, but they rely on additional
infrastructure and trust assumptions. To be a scheme usable
in practice, TokPad has to address verifiability and usability
questions of section V. It is, at the moment, a first step towards
a voter-friendly, provably-secure, verifiable voting scheme
with minimal trust assumptions on untrusted platforms.
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